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INTRODUCTION
Launceston’s landmark Henty House provided a backdrop for illumination artist Cindi Drennan.
This prime example of brutalist style architecture was transfromed by the creation of an illuminated
audiovisual environment mapped to the architecture, over 5 nights of the Junction 2010 National
Regional Arts Festival.
Henty House is significantly different to much of Launceston’s predominantly early colonial
style buildings. It was selected as the site for LANDED, to highlight the value of working with
contemporary spaces that are otherwise neglected or considered unappealing.
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CHAPTERS
The theme selected for the projection was “plank time” (see references).
The concrete structure consists of formwork sections that are embossed with a woodgrain pattern,
as though the building has been constructed of planks. The parallel was drawn between growth
rings of an enoromous and ancient tree cut down in 1983 to make the building, and the historic
occurances during the “life” of that tree.
This was divided like a story, with chapters... into the following sections:
Growth Rings : showing Deep Time through to 1983, when the “tree” was cut and Henty House
built.
Plank 1 : Deep Time. Figures representing early human connection to the earth, shadows of the
mythical tree, and stalking thylacines inhabiting the forest.
Plank 2 : Voyages. Ships with trees for masts and sails, representing the voyages of people
arriving in Tasmania, and also the voyage of the Henty family who came to “replant” themselves in
Australia... and after whom Henty House is named.
Plank 3 : Concrete Jungle. Transformation of the rural landscape into an urban one and a pastoral
landscape into one of business and trade. The ghost of the thylacine, probably extinct but still in
consciousness, stalking.
Plank 4 : People Power. The rising power of population growth, and collective consciousness of
millions of people becoming aware of the pressure apon the environment. Abstracted Images of
nature are overlaid with mouths and eyes.
This is a reference to political events of 1983 occurring synchronously with the building of Henty
House. It was also a reference to the coincidence of a Federal election which had been called the
week before the LANDED event and for which the results were still inconclusive at the time.
It is also a reference to the thousands (millions) of people Globally who continue to speak to the
population of Tasmania, urging them to protect their forests and to not use them for timber mining.
LED texts (Roofline & Pillar) : These sections represent the historical events occuring throughout
1982 and 1983 synchronous with the building and completion of Henty House. It also features text
extracted from online forums. These are presented in an LED ticker format reminiscent of stock
exchange codes, a visual reference to the floating of the Australian Dollar, that also occurred in
1983.
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WEB REFERENCES
Henty House - Launceston’s Ugliest Building? Examiner article
http://www.examiner.com.au/story/482055/is-this-launcestons-ugliest-building/
Art Deco & Modernism Architecture Australia :
http://modernaus.blogspot.com.au/
Henty House Article by Thomas Ryan:
http://modernaus.blogspot.com.au/2010/10/henty-house-launceston.html
Thomas Ryan Photography:
http://www.tryanphotos.com/
The Thylacine Museum: comprehensive information about the Thylacine (Tasmanian Tiger)
http://www.naturalworlds.org/thylacine/
Wilderness Society: Youtube videos of 1983 Franklin Dam Protests Pt 1 and Pt 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGpy8_v3tmI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhCGFHkzifQ
Australian Federal Election 1983:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_federal_election,_1983
Franklin Dam Controversy 1983:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franklin_Dam_controversy
Aboriginal Tasmanians History of Invasion and Recognition:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aboriginal_Tasmanian
Tasmanian Aborigines, a history since 1983 (book by Lyndall Ryan)
http://www.allenandunwin.com/default.aspx?page=94&book=9781742370682
Planck Time:
In physics, the Planck time (tP) is the unit of time in the system of natural units known as Planck
units. It is the time required for light to travel, in a vacuum, a distance of 1 Planck length.[1] The unit
is named after Max Planck, who was the first to propose it.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_time
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Thomas Ryan: Tasmanian photographer who captures the essence of Australian modernist buildings
in his photography and essays. Screen grab reoroduced with permission of Thomas Ryan
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Art Deco & Modernism Architecture Australia
There is a wonderful diversity of Art Deco and Modernist design throughout Australia. Throughout my extensive
travels of Australia I aim to document through the visual image and written word the nations great diversity of
20th Century Modernism in all its forms.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2010

ABOUT ME

Thomas Ryan

Henty House - Launceston

Photography remains the copyright of Thomas-Liam
Ryan. Unauthorized use is prohibited. To view more
photographs and contact Thomas Ryan click here
View my complete profile
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Architect: Peter Partridge - 1982
"The space ship has landed" - This is one of Launceston's best examples of
Brutalist period architecture. It certainly creates an impact with it's bulk and stylized
concrete textures. This period of architecture does what Art Deco did the period
before; that is modern design principles in the name of progress. Although heritage
should be protected and valued, it could be argued that we live in a period now
where the built environment is "over protected" which in turn stifles modern and
exciting designs. Instead we get a pastiche in many new buildings that attempt to
look old, but are not true to their old attempted style, neither inspirational. Buildings
such as Henty House are an inspiration to modernist design principles.
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Aug 11, 2009 - HAVE YOUR SAY: Is Henty House Launceston’s ugliest building?
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Feb 19, 2012 - ... property firm will take its fight to remove Launceston’s Henty House
from ... three years ago when he described it as the city’s ugliest building.
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ILLUMINART: Projection Artistry
Illuminart design, create and present
outstanding and innovative illuminated and
moving image art.
We are Australian leaders in:
• projection mapping
• architectural projection and light shows
• impactful outdoor light installations
• interpreting and sharing local heritage
• urban transformation and creative
initiatives through public art
• enriching precincts and community spaces
Illuminart are an award winning artist led team
of multi-disciplinary practitioners, working with
light and high powered, animated audiovisual
projection art.

Recent Highlights
Future Portal - Architectural Projection for Port Festival, six
highlighted buildings in Lipson Street Oct 2013
http://futureportal.illuminart.com.au
Luminous HALL - Architectural Storytelling projection for the
University of Western Australia Centenary, 8 Feb 2013
http://luminoushall.illuminart.com.au
Lighthearted - Architectural Storytelling projection show for the
Exmouth Lighthouse Centenary 8 Dec 2012
http://lighthearted.illuminart.com.au
Fractured Heart Interactive - Innovative Projection Sculpture
presented in VIVID 2012 and acquired by National Film
and Sound Archive for permanent display.
http://fhi.illuminart.com.au
Stepping into the Light - Architectural Storytelling for the
anniversary of the Norwood Concert Hall May 2012
http://stepping.illuminart.com.au
If there was a colour darker than Black I’d wear it Ruby Award winning hybrid media multi-site performance,
presented during Kumuwuki National Regional Arts
Conference 2012 http://black.illuminart.com.au
No Boundaries Project - Public Art incorporating an accessible
arts process. Joan Sutherland Performing Arts Centre
Penrith NSW Sept 21,22 2012.
http://noboundariesproject.info
Touch of RED - Art for Sydney Opera House Sails (World Aids
Day Global Launch 2011) Senior Artist / Consultant
Port Inhabited - Award winning Architectural Projection show
creating an immersive street precinct, animated historical
scenes, local heritage and stories.
http://inhabited.illuminart.com.au
Adelaide Studios Launch - Mapped Architectural Projection on
to the new Adelaide Studios for the Gala Launch event,
20 October 2011.
http://youtu.be/1D0SphLvNJ8
The Ribbon - Projection show developed through community
consultation, Murray Bridge Town Hall.
http://theribbon.illuminart.com.au

Touch of RED for Global Launch of WAD 2011;
Stepping into the Light Norwood Town Hall 2012;
Luminous HALL for UWA Centenary 2013.

Harts Mill Inhabited - Projection of a structured narrative
developed through community consultation, onto western
Facade of Harts Mill. Port Festival Oct 2009.
http://hmi.illuminart.com.au
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